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The country’s most high-profile crime reporter had been coaching the star witness in one of the
Netherland’s most explosive trials. Two associates were already dead before the crucial evidence could
...
Journalist Who Got Gunned Down Was Prepping Star Witness in Blockbuster Murder Trial
Investigative reporter Peter R de Vries was shot in the head at close range shortly after appearing on
an entertainment television show, according to local media. The crime reporter known for covering ...
Dutch crime journalist Peter R de Vries reportedly shot in the head in Amsterdam
King Willem-Alexander interrupted a state visit to Germany to express his ‘deep shock’ at the shooting
of journalist Peter R. de Vries in Amsterdam on Tuesday evening. ‘We want to make plain our ...
Peter R de Vries shooting: King condemns ‘attack on free press’
The Netherlands is outraged over Tuesday night’s shooting of Dutch crime reporter Peter R. de Vries ...
flowers to the place de Vries was shot. "Peter, keep holding on," is written on one, and "if ...
Anger and tears over shooting of Dutch crime reporter Peter R. de Vries
Flowers candles and scrawled notes mark the spot in Amsterdam where star crime journalist and justice
campaigner Peter R de V ...
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Dutch Shooting Flags Risks for European Crime Reporters
Relatives of one of the two men arrested for shooting crime journalist Peter R de Vries have told the
Telegraaf that they have been overcome with shame about his involvement. Delano G, 21, is ...
‘This has to stop,’ relatives of Peter R de Vries shooting suspect tell Telegraaf
Delano G, 21, a wannabe rapper from Rotterdam, and Kamil Pawel E, 35, from the town of Maurik, have
been arrested over the gangland-style hit on Dutch crime journalist Peter R de Vries.
Wannabe rapper, 21, and Polish mechanic, 35, are arrested over 'gangland hit' that saw famous Dutch
crime journalist shot in the head
The crime reporter was shot earlier this week and is the latest incident in increasing attacks on the
media in the Netherlands ...
Attempted murder of Dutch crime reporter Peter R de Vries “a slippery slope of violence”
One of the Netherlands’ best known crime reporters was shot Tuesday evening in a brazen attack in
downtown Amsterdam and was fighting for his life in a hospital, the Dutch ...
Dutch crime reporter shot, badly wounded in Amsterdam street
Peter R. de Vries, celebrated for his courageous reporting on the Dutch underworld, was fighting for
his life in an Amsterdam hospital after the shooting ...
Shooting of Star Dutch Reporter Raises European Concern
But in Amsterdam, famed as the most liberal city in the world, it feels like an earthquake. Since
Tuesday evening, when the famous crime reporter Peter R. de Vries was shot in the head in a busy ...
The dark, dangerous side of Dutch tolerance
“Here you have people in the underclass who want to drive a Mercedes just like the bankers,” he said.
Tributes to Peter R de Vries at the scene of the shooting. Photograph: Koen van Weel/EPA ...
The top journalist, the mafia boss and the gunman: Dutch fear the rise of ‘narco crime’
Two associates were already dead before the crucial evidence could be heard in court, and Peter R. de
Vries believed ... If he says something like that, it always is.” De Vries has been ...
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Journalist Who Got Gunned Down Was Prepping Star Witness in Blockbuster Murder Trial
Investigative reporter Peter R de Vries was shot in the head at close ... The crime reporter, known for
covering high profile cases like the disappearance of Natalee Holloway, was taken to ...
Dutch crime journalist Peter R de Vries reportedly shot in the head in Amsterdam
The Netherlands is outraged over Tuesday night’s shooting of Dutch crime reporter Robert R. de Vries.
The attempted murder is seen as a direct attack on freedom of the press.
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